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An Ethiopian Journey

HAILU KIFLE

Editorial Note
As the first two issues of IZIBONGO have featured artists from the southern regions of the
continent – Namibia and Botswana - in this one, we go to the Horn: to Ethiopia.
In this edition, I introduce a master of pen ink drawing and oil pastel painting: a trail blazing
figure in the use of seal stamps in art. As its the country that I've written of the most – even
more so than my ancestral land of Ghana - and also visited, I've interspersed the artwork
with three poems. He's a pictorial historian, so within these covers, there are portraits of
pioneering figures of 19th/20th century Ethiopia, such as Ras Tafari, Empress Menen and
Menelik II, who were based in the Addis Ababa and Entoto areas; as well as portrayals of
the great camel and livestock market at Bati, in the north-central part of the country.
I'm happy to present to you, HAILU KIFLE.
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com – An African School Production

''I appreciate and respect our father's wisdom, patriotism and commitment''
Hailu Kifle
excerpt from a statement on The NALA Project (Artists from Ethiopia) website

Hailu Kifle
photo from The NALA Project website

Biographical Note
Haile Kiflu was born in 1984 in Dessie. Ethiopa. He graduated from the Addis Ababa
University Alle School of Fine Arts and Design with BFA in 2006 in Graphic Art. Since
2001, Hailu is teaching art at the Entoto TVET College. Hailu's continuous experiments in
graphic art in numerous solo and group shows in Ethiopia.
from the Guramayne Art Center website

Pen drawing

Oil Pastel

THE PATRON SAINT of PARCHMENT
to the Scribes of Ethiopia
Although I never met my grandfather, I still have an enduring image of him. He sits on a
piece of wood, under a tree. Grey beard on his face, white turban on his head. Head
bowed in concentration, writing on the parchment in his lap.
They say he used them all. Goat, cow, horse, antelope, sheep, leopard, as well as lion. In
life, the lion has the top ranking - Sovereign of the Savanna. But in death, my grandfather
favoured goat. With the words of the Saints and Apostles, he crowned the goatskin King.
Gazelle was a favourite also, but gazelle was Crown Prince to the goat.
Goat hide though strong has a softness too. A good absorber of ink. Perfect ingredients for
parchment.
Apparently, in the hides initial water treatment, the smell wasn't easy on the nostrils. The
odour of things being removed, went gatecrashing through the village.
Then the stretching. Hide taut on a wooden frame. Larger frames were constructed for
horse skin. Horse hide being the number one choice for larger volumes; tomes of
ecclesiastical topics. He used pumice, ejecting the remnants of skin and hair. Using knife
and water to remove the residue.
After the cleaning, the frame is placed high against a wall; so the sun can shine upon it. A
time to dry. Dry season time.
When the cleaning of the flesh side comes to an end, the shaving of the other side begins.
The return of pumice use. Through the diligence of the cleaning, the sun waits patiently, to
conclude the whole process.
After the final drying, it was cut to required lengths; ready to be written on.
I was told of his skill in ink-making, renowned throughout the area. Black ink, from this
concoction and that one, all mixed with water. Charcoal of leaves from a certain tree,
mingling with juice from another: fused with a brew of burnt barley. Or soot from the potbottom, mixed with gum, kneaded with a portion of wheat. An uncle once told me
grandfather used red pepper and egg yolk, red earth and gum, mixed in a bowl and
beaten in a mortar; the making of red ink. Red ink – the names of Jesus and Mary, the
Angels and Disciples. Whether black ink or red, the process culminated in a cake. When
needed, he would cut a piece of cake, dissolving it in water. Then exposed to the sun,
stirred by a fragment of wood.
Down to the river he'd go. To cut the reed to carve the pen. Cut in bunches, left to dry, until
their time of use.
Sitting to write, his ink horn beside him. Horn of goat, antelope or cow. Horn submerged in
mud for seven days. To soften it for the cutting and shaving. The lower part shaped to a
point, so grandfather could place it in the ground alongside him.

My mother said he often spoke of Emperor Kaleb, who gave up the honour and became a
hermit. Of the Nine Saints, who he believed to be the Original Scribes. But most of all he
spoke of St.Yared, great musician and first genius of Ethiopia. She said he liked to copy
the words of Yared, more than anyone else.
I wish I could have seen his hands. To have watched them, to have held them, to have
photographed them. At least I have that eternal image of him. Sitting in quiet
concentration, under the Tree of the Scribe. The tree where he spent half of his adult life.
Because he had a reputation for kindness, his generosity something of legend, he comes
to me like the Patron Saint of Parchment.
Natty Mark Samuels

Oil Pastel

Seal stamp

To The Most High
St.Giyorgis Cathedral,
In Addis Ababa,
After League of Nations betrayal.
I saw Tafari Makonnen,
Approaching and kneeling,
Praying to the Most High.
I saw Ras Tafari,
Broken by the lie,
Praying to the Most High.
Sacred Lalibela,
The mountains called Lasta,
The worst days of his life.
I saw Tafari Makonnen,
Bowing and kneeling,
Calling to the Most High.
I saw Ras Tafari,
Water in his eye,
Praying to the Most High.

Ethiopian Church,
Old Jerusalem,
The start of his exile.
I saw Tafari Makonnen,
Prostrating and kneeling,
Pleading to the Most High.
I saw Ras Tafari,
The groan and the sigh,
Praying to the Most High.
Somerset England,
Geneva Switzerland,
Fighting for Ethiopia.
I saw Tafari Makonnen,
Praising and kneeling,
Appealing to the Most High.
I saw Ras Tafari,
Head towards the sky,
Praying to the Most High.
Natty Mark Samuels

Pen Drawing

For Hailu Kifle, art is a way of expressing feelings, thoughts and ideas with an emphasis
on his socio-political perspective of Ethiopia. He is fascinated with his country’s history and
its use of the administrative stamp which he modifies, and then employs his own
fingerprints, incorporating both stamp and fingerprints into his work.
from the St. George Gallery website

H I S T O R Y I S S T E E P E D I N W I S D O M , P AT R I O T I S M ,
C O M M I T M E N T, A N D S O M U C H M O R E .
Hailu Kifle was born in Dessie in 1984. He graduated from the Addis Ababa University,
where he studied graphics and visual communication. Much of his recent work employs
the use of stamps in recognition of the major role such a simple object can plan in society
and people's lives. He has adapted stamps from recent and more historical periods in
Addis to offer commentary on how stamps and official procedures have affected people's
lives.
From the TATU website

photos of the DinQ Exhibition 2017
from the DinQ Fine Art Gallery website

Oil Pastel

MAMA REDEMPTION
for St. Krestos Samra

How did he receive you, Krestos Samra,
On your laudable mission to Hell?
Did he jeer,
Brandish his fist?
Attempt to entangle you,
Spin you in a twist?
You flew the flag of redemption,
Of reconciliation for all.
Did he cuss,
Weave a spell?
Try to banish you,
To the darkest dell.
You laboured to invite everyone,
To the great banquet of peace.
Did he stomp,
Raise the volume level?
Strive to ensnare you,
Because he's the Devil?
We celebrate you Mother of Peace,
Your gifts of mediation and light
Natty Mark Samuels

photo from the TATU website

"I'm quite an enthusiast of history. I research and meditate on what our predecessors left us; and I have
big respect for that. However, I'm not only stuck on the past. A man is the sum of its past's imprints,
present's exertions and future's vision. Consequently, my works are geared towards realizing,
articulating and projecting on the apparent queries that emanate from my observations in the
environment, society and the country in general. I also use stamps and seals as instrumental subject
matters so that I can convey pertinent issues of the past and the present through the symbolic
representations of the stamps and the seals"

Hailu Kifle
from the Guramayne Art Center website

